Abstract Recently, consciousness research has gained much attention. Indeed, the question at stake is significant: Why is the brain not just a computing device, but generates a perception from within? Ambitious endeavors trying to simulate the entire human brain assume that the algorithm will do the trick: as soon as we assemble the brain in a computer and increase the number of operations per time, consciousness will emerge by itself. I disagree with this simplistic representation. My argument emerges from the ''atomism paradox'': the irreducible space of the consciously perceived world, the endospace is incompatible with the reducible and decomposable architecture of the brain or a computer. I will first discuss the fundamental challenges in current consciousness models and then propose a new model based on the fractality principle: ''the whole is in each of its parts.'' This new model copes with the atomism paradox by implementing an iterative mapping of information from higher-order brain structures to smaller scales on the cellular and molecular level, which I will refer to as ''fractalization.'' This information fractalization gives rise to a new form of matter that is conscious (''bright matter''). Bright matter is composed of conscious particles or units named ''sentyons.'' The internal fractality of these sentyons will close a loop (the ''psychic loop'') in a recurrent fractal neural network (RFNN) that allows for continuous and complete information transformation and sharing between higher-order brain structures and the endpoint substrate of consciousness at the molecular level.
Defining models that explain consciousness is not trivial since these models have to be embedded into the welldocumented theories of cognitive and neural network neuroscience. For the most part, adding consciousness to conventional neuroscience is not considered necessary or useful. Despite this caveat, two of the current models in consciousness research have succeeded in providing a solid link to neuroscience: Baars' global workspace and Tononi and Edelman's dynamic core hypothesis [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . In these two models, an integrative mechanism transforms a neural input into a conscious moment that resides at a particular locus in the brain. However, at some point of integration, one has to define the cellular or even molecular substrate and locus of this conscious moment. The definition of this endpoint substrate of consciousness is a difficult task because it is burdened with the paradox of reconciling a cellular and molecular locus with the spatial extension and qualia richness of conscious perception.
When it comes to models that cope with the paradox of consciousness, I will go right to issue at stake: there is no paradox in any proposed model if questions are answered within a terminology that presupposes consciousness. This terminology uses a circular reasoning that evades any paradox and compromises a thorough discussion of consciousness. Therefore, I will not discuss models that consider consciousness as an illusion. The illusion is only there because our consciousness determines what is perceived as reality. Without consciousness, there is no perceived reality, hence there is no illusion. I will also not embark on models that replace one feature of consciousness with another one. This includes simplified field theories assuming the existence of some sort of physical field as the substrate of consciousness because our consciousness can imagine what a ''field continuum'' looks or ''feels'' like. Not to be misunderstood: there are sophisticated models within the realm of field theories. However, I will not resort to models that ''smear'' consciousness over a network of neurons without providing any kind of medium for remote information sharing among the neurons participating in this network. All of these models openly or non-openly assume that consciousness emerges from a physical field that behaves like a continuum filling the gaps between neurons, placating us with a ''gut feeling'' of distributiveness in unity. Many of these models are at risk to explain away the paradox of consciousness with fallacies that originate in the very paradox of consciousness itself. Explaining it away by simplicity is not helpful if we strive to truly understand consciousness and develop new network models that cope with its paradoxical nature.
Why is consciousness intrinsically paradoxical? The paradox is what is commonly referred to as the ''mindbody'' or ''binding'' problem [8, 9] . Elements such as visual objects and sounds perceived in consciousness are entities distributed in a space that is also consciously perceived. This space looks as if it is in front of our eyes, but it is actually created behind them. The question at stake is: Where behind our eyes is this space in our brains? I will refer to this space as ''mind space'' or ''endospace.'' The endospace will be defined as a space embedding a set of elements perceived in consciousness. The ''binding'' problem arises when one tries to map this set of elements onto brain units such as neurons or synapses, or any kind of potential molecular substrate of consciousness. The mapping operation of objects perceived in mind onto brain units down to the molecular level is inevitable if one seeks to identify the physical substrate of consciousness.
The binding problem is not trivial because neuroscience has attempted for more than one century to understand how exactly this mapping operation works: which neuronal activity underpins the contents of our memories, thought, and emotion, everything that makes us conscious. But why is it paradoxical? Let us take an object that pops up in our consciousness, a car in traffic on a street, for example. To understand its neuronal computation, we may start simple and propose that the car is there because a particular neuron is active. If so, then there is nothing wrong with proposing that there are many other neurons computing cars. And of course, there are also neurons computing streets, houses, pedestrians, and so on. All the neurons need to do is to be active, or ''to fire action potentials.'' Each action potential, however, is a separate event. In the moment of firing, there is no direct or remote effect on any other action potential. Therefore, there is nothing to be shared; there is no medium for consciousness that unifies each action potential to an undivided experience. Or simply put, the incompleteness of information in each neuron does not allow us to consciously perceive two or more things such as cars and houses at the same time because the computational processes (active neurons) are separated in space.
Of course, I am not the first one who acknowledges this paradox. Philosophers have struggled over centuries with the attempt to accommodate the perception of a unity of consciousness with a physical world that falls apart into molecules and atoms. In particular, neuroscience has done a great job in offering a solution to the paradox of consciousness by showing that on the level of neurons, information is actually somehow combined. The output action potentials of many neurons are combined as input potentials in the dendritic trees of the recipient neuron. If the combined potential is high enough, the recipient neuron fires, conducts its action potential to another neuron, and the process starts again [10] . The McCulloch-Pitts threshold function and Hebbian summation rule wonderfully explain how a neural network integrates information and is able to learn. However, it cannot explain what happens with all the information once contained in dendritic inputs before being summed up in one all-or-nothing signal. It is simply gone in an action potential crunch. All the subtle diversity of the dendritic input is good for it to get the timing right for reaching the threshold of firing. Trying to guess the dendritic input from the action potential output is like trying to guess how many batteries of unknown voltage are linked in series to get a particular output voltage: it is not possible. On the neuronal level (not on the level of the network or the immediate dendritic input), there is no information integration and sharing, there is only summation and irreversible reduction of many bits of information to just one.
Once again, this problem has been recognized before and solutions have been offered. The dendritic tree has been suggested as the seat of consciousness because the pre-and post-synaptic input formation is still there, and its summation may actually be modulated by an act of will, as the result of a conscious operation, be it reasoning or emotion [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . Unfortunately, that does not solve the core problem of an atomistic view of consciousness: each pre-or post-synaptic potential above or underneath a dendritic spine is as isolated as action potentials are. How is information integration and sharing achieved without destruction by irreversible summation?
Most recent models speculate that the electromagnetic field does the trick [2, 11, [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] . It is caused by any postsynaptic potential and extends over the dendritic tree, over neurons, and finally, over the whole brain. However, in any physical field, a local field potential is like an atomistic event. It is influenced by other field potentials, but this no more than a summation at a point in space. Hence, when translated into a chemical event that may affect a neuron, such as the opening of an ion channel, the summation of electromagnetic field potentials is indistinguishable from the summation of post-synaptic potentials. We do not gain anything, we rather have to explain how summed up but weak fields can affect the opening characteristics of remote ion channels. What is needed is an integration rule that does not just sum up signals in form of post-synaptic dendritic and axonal action potentials. If we want unity in consciousness, a mapping operation is needed that preserves the wholeness of information while integrating its parts.
Dendritic Fractal Antennas: A Nest for Integrated Information in Consciousness
Dendritic trees are the antennas of neurons. With thousands of input synapses coming from other neurons, the dendritic tree is where information is processed and integrated. This information is encoded in a map, with each activated synapse being a ''bit'' in a string of incoming action potentials. Many researchers thought of the dendritic tree as the site where consciousness happens: Sir John Eccles, Nancy Woolf, Roger Orpwood, Steven Sevush, Stephen LaBerge, to name but a few [11, 12, [14] [15] [16] . However, there is only little known of how the activation pattern in the dendritic tree is encoded by the network activity of input neurons. In other words, what is the transformation operation mapping the input pattern of neural network onto a dendritic pattern of a neuron within the network? One rule we have learned so far is that if information is to be perceived in consciousness, it has to be complete: we can only be aware of perceptions that are integrated in one physical unit such as a cell or parts of it. This completeness implies that the transformation that maps the neural network activity onto the dendritic tree is all-inclusive and convergent. The complete network activity is somewhat downscaled onto the dendritic tree of single cells.
To understand this downscaling operation, we have to discuss how incoming action potentials are actually mapped onto and integrated in the dendritic tree of the recipient or client neuron The over-the-threshold integration rule of post-synaptic potentials is a timing function that allows for the generation of a new action potential by the recipient neuron if the post-synaptic action potentials arrive at the trigger zone at the same time. Therefore, the trigger zone is a coincidence detector, which is activated when the dendritic delay or transport times (dt) of two post-synaptic signals are identical (Fig. 1a) . This is easy when the injection sites of two synaptic inputs have the same distance to the trigger zone: the action potential is generated when the two incoming signals arrive at the same time, they are coincident. Signals that arrive later (such as dt3 in Fig. 1a ) simply do not contribute to the over-the-threshold summation. However, in recurrent networks, the total looping time (lt) is the sum of the dendritic signal delay (dt) and the signal traveling time in the recurrent network (recurrent signal delay time or rt) (Fig. 1b) . Only if the total looping times of Fig. 1 Algebra of recurrent fractal neural networks (RFNNs) and psychic loops. a, b Model neuron with identical signal delay times (dt) in the dendritic tree. The synaptic inputs are injected at identical distance to the trigger zone. b. Model neuron with distinct signal delay times in the dendritic tree. In recurrent networks, backprojections are amplified when the total looping time (lt), the sum of dt and the recurrent delay time (rt) of each signal are identical. In this case, the signal with the longer distance to the trigger zone is backprojected earlier and coincides with that injected at a shorter distance but at a later time point. Phase-locking of the recurrent signals by coincidence at the trigger zone (rt2 ? dt2 = rt1 ? dt1) is possible because the signal velocity in the dendritic tree is 100 times slower than that of axonal signal transport between neurons. The connectivity of these neurons is reciprocal and inverse (more distal neurons backproject into more proximal synapses). c Model neuron with reciprocal, inverse, and fractal connectivity. It is fractal because the distance function between dendritic spines and networked neurons is self-similar. Recurrent back-projections that have identical looping times amplify themselves. They are termed ''psychic loops'' Cogn Comput (2012) 4:13- 28 15 two or more recurrent signals are identical, over-thethreshold summation happens and the client neuron fires. The client neuron then distributes its action potential to many other neurons in the network and receives recurrent input from these network neurons until coincidence by identical looping times stabilizes an orbit of recurrent backprojections, which I will term ''psychic loops'' (Fig. 1c) . Because signals propagating down the dendritic tree are 100 times slower than axonal transport within the network, total signal looping times of a close and a distant network can be identical depending on where on the dendritic tree the recurrent signal is injected into the client neuron [13, 27, 28] . This leads to an inverse relationship (or connectivity) between the signal delay times in the dendritic tree and the recurrent signal delay times of the psychic loops. In recurrent networks with inverse connectivity, a downscaling operation implies that a more distant neuron plugs into a synapse proximal to the cell body or trigger zone of the client neuron (Fig. 1b) . Or simply put: The farther the signal travels outside of the client neuron, the shorter it travels inside of the neuron when the signal returns. The branching architecture of the network and that of the dendritic tree of the client neuron are congruent: If you transform (expand and rotate) the map of active synapses in the dendritic tree of the client neuron, it will be similar to the map of active neurons in the neural network connected to it. This intrinsic self-similarity of a contraction mapping operation is found in particular geometrical objects: fractals. Recurrent neural networks with fractal branching architectures are termed ''recurrent fractal neural networks'' or RFNNs, a network model I invented about 10 years ago [13] .
''Fractals'' is a term introduced by Benoit Mandelbrot in 1975 for recursive objects with self-similarity on each scale, and therefore, consisting of parts that are similar to the whole. They originate in ideas of many mathematicians of the seventeenth to nineteenth century, although the use of fractals goes back to ancient Middle Eastern and African art. Figure 2a shows a selection of fractal objects that can be transformed into each other using the equations given beneath these objects. The objects 1 (Sierpinski triangle) and 3 (dendritic fractal) are shapes that have found a widely distributed application in devices everyone uses: cell phones. After their invention by Nathan Cohen in 1985, fractal antennas have found their use in many cell phones. They make long antennas obsolete because of their excellent resonance performance on a broad range of frequencies. All natural objects, regardless of inanimate or animate, are fractal on some scale. Similar to fractal antennas in cell phones, dendritic trees in neurons are dendritic fractal antennas receiving a wide spectrum of frequencies of synaptic activity (object 3 in Fig. 2a) .
To describe the geometric principles of fractals, it is sufficient to understand the following fractal scaling function, which is based on a particular relationship between the number of substructures (or pieces) m and their size reduction r:
This formula can be translated into dendritic and neural network branching structures [13] : D = log(a)/log(1/r), with a = number of branches/ node.
From the scaling function, it can be readily seen that equivalent fractal structures, such as the Sierpinski triangle (object 1 in Fig. 2a ) and a dendritic network (object 3 in Fig. 2 Fractal transformation and RFNNs. a Transformation of three self-similar geometric objects. Object 1, Sierpinski triangle; object 2, hexagonal lattice; and object 3, a dendritic tree. It should be noted that object 3 also transforms directly in object 1. The Sierpinski triangle illustrates the contraction mapping operation, which lays the foundation of fractal logic: Signals in the downscaled triangles never merge, but converge in a Cauchy type sequence. Therefore, the whole is always preserved in each of its parts, a prerequisite for the reversibility of the down-and upscaling operation. Equations underneath of geometric objects describe transformation functions to convert self-similar or fractal objects into each other. b. Psychic loop between neurons in an RFNN and the fractal dendritic tree of a single neuron within this network. The fractal geometry of the RFNN is similar to that of a Sierpinski triangle (object 1 in a) with clusters of neurons (here a number of 3) on various scales. The psychic loop transforms this geometry into that of fractal dendritic trees (object 3 in a) with clusters of branches (also a number of 3 in our example) in single neurons within the RFNN Fig. 2a) , can be transformed into each other. This is achieved by linear affine transformation as calculated from the equations underneath the fractal objects. The reason for this transformability is the construction principle based on contraction mappings: the whole is repeatedly mapped onto each of its parts. Each mapping operation is a transformation achieved by downscaling (size reduction factor r) and a rotation (rotation angle h). The simplest form of this transformation function (f) is given for the dendritic fractal (object 3) in Fig. 2a . If we embed this function into an iterative functional system, which will repeat the contraction mapping operation (linear affine transformation) to smaller and smaller sizes, we obtain the Hutchinson operator. The Hutchinson operator (H(S)) copies downscaled versions of the image S n onto itself so that the resulting image S n?1 is a union of f i (S n ):
In fractal image compression, this Hutchinson operator is used to achieve compression ratios of 50:1 in image storage, which is similar to JPEG compression [29] . Higher rates ([150) can be achieved when images such as natural sceneries contain intrinsic self-similarity. If we consider each neuron in a network as a ''pixel'' in an image (neuron fires = black pixel = [1], neuron does not fire = white pixel = [0]), then the Hutchinson operator will map or copy the distribution of this ''neuronal activity pattern'' onto the synapses in the dendritic tree of each neuron (''dendritic activity pattern''). If the brain is intrinsically fractal, we should find similar geometric features on various scales of brain morphology and neuronal architecture. Indeed, the fractal dimension, the scaling rule relating the number of parts to the length or area on each scale, is very similar for neural networks and dendritic trees (D = 1.5-1.8 in projections onto 2-D planes) [13, 30, 31] . Since the fractal architecture can be found on several scales of brain morphology and connectivity, there are two questions arising: Firstly, ''What would fractal connectivity imply for brain function such as memory storage and retrieval?'' and secondly, ''Is it possible to define fractal connectivity also for the molecular level in individual neurons?'' In other words, will the downscaling operation entail information compression onto a molecular substrate that is able to generate consciousness?
Return to Sender Brain Mail: Fractal Networks and Memory Retrieval
One of the gigantic tasks in cognitive neuroscience is to explain how long-term memory storage and retrieval work. We have a pretty good idea how the hippocampus deals with short-term memory, in terms of both neural network models and underlying biological circuitry. However, how do we suddenly recall an event that happened years ago? How does the brain know where to find and retrieve the stored information? Let us compare a brain to a computer. Computers are simple. Each operating system has some sort of file allocation table (FAT). This table allocates a file name to a location on a storage device such as the computer hard drive. All the operating system has to do is to use the FAT for the identification of the source address when a file is requested. Then, the head of the hard drive moves to the position on the platter where the file is stored.
Finding the precise source address is the tough part when it comes to long-term memory in brains. Let us take the simplest case: local storage in specific memory neurons, so-called grandmother cells, This ''localist'' model assumes that bits of memory, like the face of my grandmother, are stored as a package in one cell. If I want to retrieve the face of my grandmother, all I need to do is to make this cell fire [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] . The localist model is attractive because information can be compartmentalized, tagged, and retrieved as a whole. This is supported by activity recordings clearly showing that single neurons can hold quite a bit of information. On the other hand, episodic and autobiographic memory appears not to be just a sequence of pictures, which makes it difficult to imagine how a memory stream is retrieved from individual grandmother cells. Moreover, since most of the time these cells should be silent, how is a memory trace established that allows for easy access and retrieval? Or put in simpler words: How is the address of a particular grandmother cell found when memory is to be retrieved?
In contrast to localist models, ''distributionist'' or ''connectionist'' models propose that memory traces are globally distributed throughout the brain. This allows for local access to the entirety of memory, regardless of where the focal spot of consciousness rests. One of the most beautiful descriptions comes from Dennis Gabor who described memory storage and retrieval as a hologram with the frequency spectrum as convoluted memory trace [37, 38] . Neuroscientific approaches locating memory traces seem to support and refute distributionist models at the same time. Surgical removal of cortical areas gradually diminishes memory regardless of the incision site, which supports the idea of distributed memory. Nevertheless, local responses of single neurons suggest that a memory trace is stored in discrete units allocated to distinct neurons. How can these models be reconciled?
One possibility is that any kind of target neuron in a neural network can be identified and activated without knowing its address. The client neuron attempting to retrieve a memory trace is literally blindfolded and will spam a variety of routes with activity until the one is found that gates the client to its targeted memory. How does the blind neuron know when the correct route is found? Let us switch gears and discuss an example illustrating the dilemma and its potential solution. Imagine the client neuron is like Robinson Crusoe stranded on an island named ''neuronesia'' (Fig. 3) . Robinson tries to find his way out of neuronesia. He knows that in three directions off shore, there are other islands that can get him home. To reach them by boat, Robinson wants to find the one with the shortest distance to neuronesia. He has three monkeys who can help him. Each monkey receives a bottle with a message ''Return to sender.'' The monkeys are asked to run straight to the shore, throw the bottle in the ocean, and wait until it returns. Then, they pick the bottle up and bring it back to Robinson. To Robinson's surprise, all of the monkeys return their bottles at the same time to him. How will Robinson decide which direction to sail to reach the island with the shortest distance? He will take the direction the monkey came from with longest running distance to reach the shore. Why? Because the forward and backward signal delay in all three directions added up to the same time, the longer the bottle was carried on land, the shorter it was on the sea. Or in other words, there is an inverse distance relationship between the signal traveling time outside and inside of neuronesia.
How does this story translate into a neural network model? Imagine that neuronesia is actually the client neuron that wants to connect to a peripheral network holding the desired memory trace. The traveling time of the bottle on the ocean is that of the signal sent by the client neuron to secondary neurons in a peripheral memory network and back. In Fig. 1a , this corresponds to the recurrent signal delay time (rt). The traveling time of the bottle carried by the monkey back to Robinson Crusoe is that of a post-synaptic action potential propagating down the dendritic tree, which corresponds to the dendritic signal delay time (dt) in Fig. 1a . Robinson is waiting at the integration sites where the post-synaptic signals coincide, e.g., the soma or trigger zone where the action potential is generated and the client neuron fires. A memory trace is identified when it partakes in an ''integrate and fire'' mechanism with other synaptic input on the dendritic tree of the client neuron. In the previous section, we have discussed these features as characteristics of RFNNs, only that we now extended the concept of psychic loops to memory traces. The inverse distance relationship between signal delay times within the dendritic tree of the client neuron and those of recurrent signals looping through the connected networks has another interesting consequence: The longer and more complex the apical dendritic tree, the further away the remote networks that phase-lock with the proximal networks. In other words, more complex dendritic trees can connect to more complex memory networks and therefore retrieve richer memories. It is thus not surprising that the dendritic trees of neurons with recurrent connections are extended and complexly branched [39, 40] . It is also not surprising that reduction of the length and complexity of apical dendritic trees in the hippocampus during aging is concurrent with the loss of memory formation [41, 42] .
At this point, it should be noted that the term ''recurrent'' is sometimes used in a more narrow sense: axonal branches looping back into the dendritic tree of the neuron from which they originated are called ''recurrent collaterals'' [43] . Typically, neurons with recurrent collaterals are pyramidal neurons with an extensively branched apical dendritic tree. Examples for these neurons can be found in the olfactory system and the hippocampus. In accordance with the original description by Hopfield, I use ''recurrent'' Fig. 3 The Robinson Crusoe problem of finding the shortest distance to escape from neuronesia. The messages in the bottle are returned at the same time. Since the total signal delays are equal, there is an inverse distance relationship between the traveling time within neuronesia and outside on the ocean. A similar relationship is proposed for phase-locked reentrant loops between single (client) neurons and secondary neural networks connected to them (see Fig. 1 ). The signal delay on neuronesia is that of action potentials traveling down the dendritic tree of the client neuron, while that on the ocean is the axonal traveling time and the signal delay for looping through secondary neural networks until they reenter the dendritic tree of the client neuron in a broader sense: Any feedback loop coming from secondary neurons, even if part of a remote memory network, can create a recurrent network. Often, this sort of network connectivity is called ''reciprocal associative'' and establishes signal back-projection in mutually connected feedforward networks [44, 45] . Examples are circuits connecting the anterior olfactory cortex with the piriform cortex, and the dentate gyrus with the CA3 field.
Are these networks examples of brain circuits supportive of the inverse connectivity proposed for RFNNs? The piriform cortex and CA3 pyramidal neurons have recurrent collaterals looping back action potentials into their apical dendritic trees and receive feedback from secondary neurons in the olfactory cortex or dentate gyrus, respectively. Recently, the traditional trisynaptic circuit of the hippocampus, dentate gyrus (DG)-to-CA3-to-CA1, has been suggested to include a CA3-to-DG recurrent loop [39, 46] . Figure 4a shows that pyramidal CA3 neurons are special in that they send recurrent branches of their axon back onto their own apical dendritic tree, so-called recurrent Schaffer collaterals (RSCs) [47] . The RSCs send input to the ''middle part'' of the dendritic tree, while the recurrent or back-projection input from the more distant DG is received close to the soma of the CA3 neuron [39, 47] . Hypothetically, these two recurrent inputs, RSCs and CA3-to-DG, would be able to integrate and form phase-locked signal loops. In real tissue, however, the situation is more complex since many back-projected inputs are inhibitory [46] . The real tissue situation is also more intricate because input from the entorhinal cortex (EC in Fig. 4a ) is injected twice: into the DG and the CA3 neurons. Although the selection of ''psychic loops'' as depicted in Fig. 4a and b is quite possible with excitatory as well as inhibitory back-projections, the architectural model of RFNNs for the olfactory cortex and the hippocampus remains hypothetical.
It should be noted that the psychic loops are not meant to be static and connect ''forever'' to one particular single neuron. Perhaps, psychic loops can be better understood as some sort of attractor networks in the sense Freeman has described circuits of nervous activity in the olfactory system [48] . A temporary collection of these loops ''activates'' consciousness in a single neuron, but not always in the same one. Psychic loops show also features of a global workspace (Baars) projecting into single neurons as the shifting location of the dynamic core (Edelman) [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] 7] . In this context, back-projection circuits modeling RFNNs in real brain tissue could be the thalamo-cortical and cortico-cortical circuits based on canonical elements as shown in Fig. 4b [21, 49, 50] . As with the olfactory cortex, it is not known whether the proposed mechanism of inverse connectivity is active in these networks. It should be noted, though, that the olfactory cortex and the hippocampus are conserved memory networks that are vital for our survival.
The olfactory system is necessary to tell friend from enemy (or bait) using a memorized odorant signature when the visual system is not yet developed or fails. The hippocampus is crucial for our spatial orientation and remembering the location or food or shelter. Therefore, it is not surprising that memory consolidation is critical and synaptic plasticity and strengthening will rely on robust phaselocking of input signals.
Since the ''Return to sender'' signals have no address of the recipient, how will the client neuron ever find and Fig. 4 Recurrent network in the hippocampus. a. In the hippocampus, a trisynaptic circuit directs input signals from the entorhinal cortex (EC) to the dentate gyrus (DG), CA3, and eventually CA1. Recently, CA3-to-DG back-projections have been suggested. These back-projections could phase-lock with the feed-forward (FF) DG-to-CA3 connections and form a psychic loop, a recurrent connection that retrieves a memory trace fed into consciousness. The DG would work as a router network for the CA3 client neuron. b Canonical microcircuit in the striate cortex. In this model, the inhibitory connections (gray, interneuron) are weaker than the excitatory backprojections (black, pyramidal neurons of layers 2/3 and 5/6). c The router network is hierarchically organized in that coarse features get refined the deeper the psychic loop connects to secondary networks holding a memory trace. This will increase the complexity of the reciprocal connections
phase-lock the right memory network to connect with? As we mentioned earlier, the client neuron is like a ''blindfolded spammer'': If it receives sufficient external input, the client neuron will send action potentials to all neurons in a ''router network'' (Fig. 4c) . Important is that the router network does not hold the memory trace itself, only the route leading to it. If the current input pattern on the dendritic tree of the client neuron is in phase with the recurrent signals from the router network, it connects with other peripheral networks to retrieve the actual memory trace. In his fascinating book ''Proust was a neuroscientist'' [51] , Jonah Lehrer uses a neat example of how current input is almost immediately connected to a pertinent memory trace. The protagonist in Marcel Proust's novel ''In Search of Lost Time'' suddenly experiences his entire childhood memory because he bites into a butter cookie that tastes exactly like the ones his grandmother served him when he was a child. You could see this as the unique works of a ''grandmother neuron'' and its connection to a ''butter cookie neuron.'' However, it makes more sense to assume that the synaptic input signature of the butter cookie smell and taste fits to the recurrent input signature of a router network and in turn is phase-locked with one particular route, which retrieves the memory trace representing the childhood experiences. In neural network theory, this is commonly referred to as ''pattern completion'' [52] . Haberly has proposed an intriguing model for reconstructing a complete from an incomplete signal input pattern of overlapping odorant signatures. These overlapping signatures emanate from the activation of G-protein-coupled receptors that respond to a particular odor in a combinatorial manner [53] . In the Haberly model, recurrent but incomplete odorant signatures repeatedly integrate with input layer neurons to strengthen a signal pattern that represents the complete odorant information of an object [52] .
Our model is similar in that an externally generated signal input pattern to the client neuron is repeatedly integrated with the network activity of the router network by recurrent signal loops. For example, a face seen in a crowd generates an external input that is fed forward into the router network (Fig. 4c) . This network does not hold the memory trace of a particular face, but it phase-locks into a subnetwork recognizing shapes with repeatedly enclosed and symmetric contours. For example, seeing a particular shape for the first time, the brain would not know whether it looks at a face with two eyes or a house with two windows (Fig. 4c) . Because this recognition pattern is fuzzy and incomplete, the brain will recruit the next hierarchy of networks (e.g., houses, faces, and cars) until the network has found or been routed into a particular memory trace. In this case, input and recurrent signal patterns are identical and the object is recognized. In a way, the router network is like the FAT in your computer, only that memory traces, the stored files of the ''past,'' have no addresses. Instead, they are ''chosen'' when recurrent input of the previous moment phase-locks with input of the current moment, the actual ''presence'' of the client neuron. Of course, while memories are collected throughout life, the router network will evolve and its architecture will become more complex. The rapidly growing complexity of our router networks will provoke the question of how client neurons stay connected with their memory traces and at the same time remain the locus at which consciousness unfolds. Or in other words: How do these cells manage not to either lose memories or the ability to become conscious?
About the Clout of a Crowd in the Cloud: Single Neurons Rally in a Conscious Flash Mob
Three researchers currently discuss the paradox of consciousness, the impossibility of its distributed representation in the brain, and the idea of single-neuron consciousness as a possible solution: Steven Sevush, Jonathan Edwards, and myself [12, 13, 54] . Related to consciousness in individual neurons are also hypotheses that propose a continuous physical substrate between adjacent neurons such as Stuart Hameroff's dendritic gap junction model creating a ''conscious syncytium'' or hyperneuron [55] . Although these models of single or hyperneuron consciousness may differ or even disagree in technical details, the solution of the paradox is to assume that consciousness resides within a single cell or a syncytium of single cells. In these models, all of the information distributed over a neural network is, at some point in space and time, mapped onto a single neuronal entity. Even Cajal called pyramidal neurons ''psychic corpuscles,'' implicating the function of single neurons for consciousness. Convergent information integration on the level of individual neurons solves the problem of information dissipation and provides a substrate for information sharing. Nevertheless, it simply seems unbelievable for most of us that the wealth of information perceived in our consciousness could possibly fit into a single cell.
In a recent study, I have attempted to ease up the discomfort arising from a model that compresses the entire information perceived in consciousness into a single neuron [13] . If we assume that in the dendritic tree of an individual neuron, 5,000 synaptic spines are simultaneously activated, and each activation event has a switch rate of 20 ms (50 Hz equivalent to the gamma frequency range in the electrical activity of the brain), then the input information received and processed in one second in an individual neuron amounts to 5 megabits. This is comparable to the bit transfer rate of a slow wireless network or a movie shown in DVD quality. It should be noted that Sevush and Edwards have calculated the transfer rates of neural network information into single cells on the basis of a larger number of synapses to account for the diversity of conscious experience including other qualia beyond audiovisual experience [12, 54] . Thus, considering that the response rates in consciousness are rather slow ([100 ms) and the moment-tomoment experience is comparable to an ongoing updating process, it appears not unreasonable that the information transfer through dendritic spines is fast and ''rich'' enough to feed the entire information required for the generation of a moment in consciousness into a single neuron.
What makes a crowd of neurons so bright that it becomes self-aware? What computes the fractal connectivity that makes the client neuron conscious? RFNNs are self-organized, so the client neuron selects the right fractal input pattern by first spamming the router network and then selecting reentrant back-projections, the psychic loops with the right spike timing. Since all of the neurons in an RFNN receive the same psychic loops, they all become conscious in an instant. Consciousness is not the privilege of single pontifical or grandmother neurons, many neurons suddenly show up sharing the same information, a conscious ''flash mob'' if you will. They are called for by phase-locking with neurons in the router network. And in the next moment, another group of neurons is conscious, the ''bright spot'' in the ''global workspace'' moves on. From this analogy, it becomes clear that the RFNN model builds on previous neural network models; Edelman and Tononi published several landmark studies on the necessity of ''information sharing'' (Tononi) in a ''reentrant network'' (Edelman) as being crucial for conscious perception [1, 3, 21, 56, 57] . And it is also clear through Baars' work that ''global workspace'' needs a selection mechanism that integrates the scenery of this workspace [2] . RFNNs are compatible with these ideas in that they provide a mapping operation by which dissipated information is refocused onto single neurons as the ''bright spot of consciousness.'' Figure 5a shows how our brains use RFNNs to generate consciousness by a fractalization process. The fractality generator (the cloud) processes information coming from other centers in the brain (ultimately the outside world) in a way that is fractally encoded over service networks in the cloud. For example, the router (find memory trace ''butter cookie'') encodes information from the ''audio-visualolfactory (AVO) interpreter'' (looks, smells, and tastes like butter cookie) and embeds it into an emotional landscape (feels good like grandmother) from the ''emotionator.'' This multi-fractal is shared information of the whole in all of its parts. The client neurons select this information based on synaptic connections in the dendritic trees. Only if the reentrant connection is phase-locked by coincident summation of the firing threshold, the fractal distribution of input spines on the client neurons is a downscaled version of the output activity of cloud neurons. At this very moment, the memory trace has been retrieved and the information is consciously perceived in the client neuron. This operation is a cloud-onto-client contraction mapping and enables the selection of psychic loops. Because the client neuron receives ''the whole in its parts'' information from the cloud, the shared information is complete. The neuron becomes conscious and creates the outside world in its own endospace. At this point, the RFNN model still distinguishes cloud from client networks. However, it is possible that client neurons are parts of the cloud network. They are only special because the shared information in one neuron is equivalent to the complete network activity.
Candidate neurons for the seat of consciousness that could also be part of the cloud are pyramidal neurons in the hippocampus or the olfactory system. Of course, this is a tentative assessment based on the technical requirements for generating an RFNN (fractal dendritic tree, reentrant connections) and a cloud service (router network encoding or identifying memory traces). Other candidate neurons for consciousness could be in brain areas processing emotions (amygdala) or AVO-related information (auditory, visual, and olfactory centers), which has been proposed by Crick, Koch, and others [21] . Further, overarching recurrent connections could prepare specific brain areas for their function as client neurons distinct from service centers in the cloud. The list is endless, but with exception of counting numbers of input and output channels, and reentrant connections, there is not much of a rationale to name one and exclude another center of the brain as candidate substrates of consciousness.
In a recent analysis, the olfactory system has been favored as potential ''minimal'' substrate for consciousness [58] . This analysis was based on a reductionist approach concluding that most of the other candidates for being a conscious brain tissue can be severely damaged or malfunctional, while still allowing for the experience of some sort of consciousness (although possibly lacking visual or other types of information). This assumption is consistent with our discussion in the preceding section: The olfactory system is extensively ''wired'' by reentry connections, thus potentially generating an RFNN as the agent network for consciousness. Nonetheless, it would be wrong to assume that the olfactory system is the only potential locus of consciousness. Therefore, one may settle on the assumption that it constitutes a system with the minimum requirement for the generation of consciousness.
As said at the end of the first section, what is needed is a mapping operation that integrates the whole in each part of the network and a substrate that can implement this operation. If a particular cell or tissue in the brain can do exactly this, it may be the seat of consciousness. We have already suggested RFNNs in the hippocampus or olfactory Cogn Comput (2012) 4:13-28 21 system and pyramidal neurons in the CA3 field or olfactory/piriform cortex as candidate operation and neuronal substrate, respectively, and we do not get much further in speculating more on the issue of where consciousness is generated in the brain. Instead, our next focus will be how consciousness can be generated in a molecular substrate and how RFNNs can implement information compression on this substrate.
From Recurrent Networks to Molecular Substrates of Consciousness: Bright Spots from Bright Matter
The quest for molecular substrates of consciousness has been going on for decades. Many substrates have been suggested including electromagnetic fields, ion channels, and microtubules, just to mention a few. However, recent results from neuroscience research on the regulation of dendritic information integration suggest that one of the molecular candidates for consciousness is calcium [59] [60] [61] . This may come as a surprise since we assumed so far that the molecular substrate of consciousness should be something with a richer and more ordered structure. As we will see in this discussion, calcium is able to integrate a propagating neural computation with programming of a macromolecular substrate with intrinsic fractality. Further, exciting new models suggested by Peirera have shown that calcium is ideally suited to integrate information processing in neurons and glia, thus allowing for a molecular substrate of consciousness that extends beyond single cells [60, 61] . 5 Cloud computation, fractality, and bright matter. a The router network is interconnected with AVO (auditory-visual-olfactory) interpreters and emotionators in a cloud computational setting of service programs. Each client neuron connects to the cloud individually, but only the one phase-locking a psychic loop is conscious. Phase-locking happens when the connectivity between the networks in the cloud and the dendritic tree of the client neuron is fractal. The cloud is a fractality generator embedding the router activity into the AVO interpreter (''sees and smells butter cookie'') and then into the emotionator (''butter cookie feels good like grandma''). The client neuron probes (''spams'') the router for fractal connections that are able to phase-lock with its dendritic tree activity and can retrieve a memory trace (''childhood memory''). b. Consciousness in bright matter. Within the dendritic tree, membrane domains of lipid rafts and ion channels (here calcium) form a fractal lattice (hexagonal lattice as shown in Fig. 1b) , which represents the transform of the downscaled neural network and dendritic tree fractal on the molecular level. This fractal lattice constitutes a sentyon, a conscious ''particle.'' Opening of ion channels within this sentyon creates a calcium wave. Sentyons or the corresponding calcium wave may represent the endpoint substrate (bright matter) of consciousness Calcium has been implicated in the neurochemistry of synaptic signal transduction and memory formation for some time [10, [62] [63] [64] [65] . This may turn out to helpful when one attempts to link mental processes to actual molecular processing. However, we are more interested in the unique features of calcium for a physics of consciousness. Calcium influx into cells in the brain is triggered by action potentials that are generated in the post-synaptic membrane [60, 61] . The synchronous and cooperative opening of ion channels generates calcium waves that travel down the dendritic tree and superimpose at the neuronal cell body where they participate in the over-the-threshold summation, thus triggering a new action potential. This cooperativity is governed by system properties that spatially extend over the membrane surface area surrounding the calcium ion channels. System properties may include electromagnetic fields or inherent characteristics of the membrane. One of these characteristics I suggested several years ago to be important for the generation of consciousness is the ensemble behavior of membrane lipids [13] .
The cell membrane is a so-called bilayer of lipid molecules, which means that the membrane consists of two leaflets of lipids that point to each other with their hydrophobic molecular portions. The hydrophobic interaction force between these lipid portions determines the packing density of the membrane lipids. It has been found that cholesterol binds tightly to other membrane lipids, which leads to the formation of membrane areas that are more densely and orderly packed than others [66] [67] [68] . These so-called lipid microdomains or rafts are known to interact with particular membrane proteins such as calcium channels [69] . Ion channels and the surrounding raft lipids form a molecular matrix or lattice, in which synchronous changes in the conformation of lipids (e.g., rotation around their molecular axis) may regulate the cooperative opening of ion channels and vice versa. The inner structure of this molecular lattice is suggested to show a fractal geometry equivalent to the hexagonal object 2 depicted in Figs. 2a and 5b. Ion channels in the middle of each hexagon will pump calcium to the inside of the cell, which will lead to a calcium wave shaped by the fractal geometry of the molecular lattice generating it (Fig. 5b) . When this wave is chopped into wave packets, it seems that on each scale, the wave packets preserve a selfsimilar 1/f power spectrum. In a simplified way, this equates to a (calcium) ''wave-to-particle dualism'' that may unfold the three-dimensional world as we perceive it in consciousness. Moreover, since calcium waves originating from different cells, in particular astrocytes, can overlap and superimpose their frequency spectra, they may allow for reversible up-and downscaling between the neural network and the cellular or molecular level.
The fractal behavior of the ion channel-membrane lipid lattice resembles Ising model networks, in which critical clusters of interaction emerge on each scale. This gives rise to the 1/f power law of activity frequencies. Traces of these activities can be observed for individual ion channel opening on the molecular scale, while on a brain-wide scale, they may be detectable as power law frequencies in electroencephalograms (EEG) [70] . In an Ising model, collective behavior of interacting parts such as magnetic particles (spin up or down) or neurons (on or off) is based on simple neighboring rules (ferromagnetic/activating, anti-ferromagnetic/inhibiting, or non-interacting). Curiously, the Ising model is applicable to the opening state of ion channels [62, 71, 72] , which implies that the fractal neural network activity can be mapped onto the collective opening of ion channels in the dendritic tree. Therefore, fractality is preserved when the pattern of activity nodes in dendritic trees is mapped onto the opening/closing distribution of ion channels in a hexagonal lattice (Figs. 2a, 5b) .
At this point, it appears timely to clarify that fractalization is not a one-way process going from the neural network down to the molecular level. Fractals are scaleinvariant, and fractalization can be understood as a reversible up-or downscaling process. Hence, it is equally important to discuss the possibility that fractalization starts at the molecular level, and then it is upscaled to that of the dendritic tree and eventually the neural network and the entire brain. In this context, it is interesting to view the Ising network of ion channels and surrounding lipid rafts as cellular automata. Originally formulated by Zuse, Ulam, and von Neumann, cellular automata experienced a renaissance in Wolfram's ''new kind of science,'' proposing that these automata govern the universal laws of nature. Cellular automata are discrete units (cells) that behave according to a set of rules that determine the state of a cell by particular parameters of its immediate neighbors (e.g., neighbors being in the states [0] or [1] ). Survival, motion, and self-replication of cellular automata are behavioral outcomes governed by these rules. Interestingly, some of these rules actually generate fractals. One could imagine that the cell membrane is a two-dimensional grid on which ion channels and lipid microdomains evolve according to the rules of cellular automata generating fractals. Based on this view, fractals are at the bottom scale, and fractal neural networks are just upscaled transformations and variations of fundamental cellular automata. This intriguing thought is certainly compatible with many studies discussing cellular automata at various scales from the molecular to the neural network level [48, [73] [74] [75] .
With respect to the paradox of consciousness, RFNNs stepped it up a notch by providing a contraction mapping operation that takes the fractal network activity to the molecular level. Like bird nests in branches of real trees, consciousness may be located where the branches of the dendritic tree meet (Fig. 5b) . At the branching points, the dendritic input gets successively integrated onto a molecular lattice. However, while RFNNs provide a mechanism for data compression from the neural network to the dendritic tree scale, there is still another compression required to reach the molecular level. There is also the necessity of a timing mechanism to phase-lock each compression step in a recurrent psychic loop (network-to-dendrite-to-molecular substrate of consciousness and back) (Fig. 5b) . It is quite possible that RFNNs will do the trick, for example, by mapping the post-synaptic spine activity in a fractal dendritic tree onto an ensemble of ion channels in a fractal hexagonal Ising lattice (Fig. 5b) . After all, viable systems for fractal data compression require a stepwise transformation from a larger to a smaller scale. To achieve this, it is necessary that on each scale, the substrate itself is fractal.
The paradox of consciousness as discussed in the beginning of this review and a potential solution by RFNNmediated fractalization down to the molecular scale lead to a truly astonishing hypothesis: The molecular substrate itself creates a new form of matter. This matter is composed of biological material, membrane lipids, calcium, and ion channels, and it is arranged in fractal geometry (Fig. 5b) . When this happens, matter becomes conscious. It is important to realize that there is no point in looking at the molecular or ionic components of this ''bright matter'' in a reductionist view by decomposing it into individual molecules and atoms. Only in a particular arrangement, these molecules and atoms form a fractal superstructure, which I will term ''sentyon.'' The sentyon is the ''particle'' of a conscious moment, may it be a sound, a picture, or a smell. It is not a particle in the classical ''point-like'' sense, but rather a multidimensional particle comparable to twodimensional anyons. It may be provocative, but only if we realize that we have to describe consciousness in terms of physical matter, it will be possible to embed consciousness into a world of physically grounded laws and rules. This reminds one of the standard models in particle physics, only that the interaction rules of bright matter determine what we hear, see, or feel. It will certainly take some time to define these interaction rules. However, one fundamental characteristic of physical matter will have to be accounted for in any standard model of consciousness: energy conservation. Whenever non-conscious matter interacts with bright matter, or various sentyons of bright matter interact with each other, energy will be transformed but not generated from nowhere or lost in nothingness.
This thought will immediately take us to the key question: How much energy is in a conscious moment and where does it come from or go to? The quantification of energy in bright matter is not just an academic question; it will allow us to actually attach energy and mass to sentyons, a prerequisite for the analysis of their requisite physical properties. The calculation of this energy will be based on an attempt to link the fractal model of information compression to the theory of information sharing. The Hutchinson operator described in Eq. 2 clearly shows that a larger amount of information (e.g., a set of pixels or addresses of active neurons) can be compressed into a smaller part of it (e.g., a subset of pixels or addresses of active dendritic spines). The difference of non-compressed and compressed information is a measure for the KullbackLeibler divergence theorem.
If each subset of pixels (x) in an image S n (in the Hutchinson operator) encodes a part embedded in the whole (S n?1 ), then L is the quantity of information necessary to reconstruct (or de-compress) the whole from each of its parts. P and q are probability functions to find x at a certain state (e.g., relative position) in an image. If the compression is loss-less (only redundant information has been removed during the compression process), L is the maximum amount of gained or shared information between p(x) and q(x). In a simplified version of this theorem, one would assume that for all x(n): p(x) = 1/n, then L = log 2 p(x)/q(x). If we randomly pick a pixel x in image S n and S n?1 , then the ratio of the probabilities (p(x)/q(x)) of finding x at the same relative position in the two images is equivalent to the compression factor between to two images. With a compression factor of 50-100, the information gain L equals to 5-7 bits. According to the Landauer erasure principle [76] , this translates into an amount of energy calculated by:
with k = 1.38Á10 -23 J/K and T = 310 K (37°C), this translates into 1.5-2.1 10 -20 J of energy. This amount of energy is gained when a distribution of active neurons is compressed onto the distribution of active dendritic spines within a neuron, or this distribution is further compressed to that of open calcium channels within the cell membrane of the dendritic tree. Hence, if we assume that calcium is the endpoint substrate of consciousness, the amount of energy required for creating sentyons would be equivalent to that of opening calcium channels. A good approximation is given by the metabolic burden required for the removal of calcium from the inside of a cell via the respective ion pump, which is roughly the free energy derived from the hydrolysis of one molecule of ATP or 5Á10 -20 J/calcium ion. According to this calculation, transport of calcium is in the ballpark of the energy required for generating sentyons. Of course, the consciously perceived information will become richer when more sentyons are created, which implies the participation of more than one calcium ion in the creation of bright matter.
One may feel estranged by these calculations since they imply that all of our feelings and conscious perceptions are material things. If taken to the extreme, one may ask whether a conscious moment of 10 -20 J weighs 10 -35 g and whether a sad moment may then be somewhat heavier than a happy one. One may also find a different way of calculating the properties of bright matter and the energy equivalent of creating sentyons. However, one will not escape the confrontation of fundamental physics with information integration in consciousness. This has previously been realized by the founders of information integration theory of consciousness, Edelman, Tononi and Balduzzi [3, 21, 56, 57, 77] . Their approach is similar, although more sophisticated, when calculating the actually shared information in neural networks. In my model, simplification served the purpose of translating shared information into energy equivalents. Regardless of which approach the reader may embark on, the idea of integrated or shared information is certainly the starting point for a discussion of consciousness using physical parameters. We will see in the next section that this may also be the starting point for creating consciousness synthetically.
Consciousness Under the Microscope: Synthetic Bright Matter and Future Perspectives
The previous sections have clearly shown that an explanation of consciousness will go far beyond current methods in neuroscience. In fact, our discussion leaves little room for hope that we will ever find the underpinnings of consciousness by just studying the working brain and dissect its tissue. If we aspire a complete understanding of consciousness, we will have to make it observable by experimentation. One way of achieving this may be its artificial creation. Henry Markram, director of the Blue Brain Project, recently announced that the synthesis of an artificial human brain will be completed within the next 10 years. And he implies that this includes artificial or synthetic consciousness. What is the Blue Brain Project? It is an ambitious effort to reverse engineer the human brain using IBM Blue Gene supercomputers. At the moment, these computers achieve 22.8 trillion (22.8 9 10 12 ) operations per second. For comparison: the human brain with 100 billion (100 9 10 9 ) neurons achieves quadrillions (10 15 ) of operations per second, quite a way to go for Blue Gene. Nevertheless, considering that the operational speed of computers doubles every 2 years, it seems not unreasonable to estimate that in 10 years, the Blue Brain or an equivalent computing device will have reached the computational capacity of the human brain.
However, does it even matter how fast Blue Brain is? If anything comes out of our discussion of neural networks that cope with the paradox of consciousness, it is that the network has to implement a particular logical operation on a bona fide molecular substrate. The reader may have a different opinion on the nature of the network model and the substrate, but certainly, a microchip cannot replace the intricate operations on a dendritic tree. Simulate, maybe, but reconstruct, no. Of course, there are philosophical considerations that the nature of the substrate does not matter as long as the algorithm used for the computation is identical. There is no way to argue against this view, but it is merely a matter of belief.
Fortunately, there is a way of implementing the natural molecular substrate of consciousness in a neural network linked to a computer. Hybrid computational elements termed ''neurochips'' have recently been developed and artificial chemical synapses have been built to construct an interface between a computer and the neurons cultivated in a dish [78] [79] [80] . The astonishing consequence from the RFNN model and single-neuron consciousness is that (1) you only need one neuron grown in a dish to generate consciousness and (2) you can replace the rest of the brain by a computer implementing a cloud that generates a fractal pattern of connectivity. The computer establishes the reentry loop between the neuron output and the synaptic input in its dendritic tree. Although the computer itself is not based on an intrinsically fractal architecture, it can simulate a cloud that offers a large number of reentry loops with different signal delay times. The biological neuron in the dish can then probe the cloud for routes of psychic loops that establish a stable back-projection network. If the model of RFNNs is correct, the looping times as signal delays measured by the computer should represent the fractal branching architecture of the dendritic tree. Or in other words, the computer simulates a neural network that will be an upscaled version of the distribution of active synapses on the neuron's dendritic tree. The computation is not different from that in the human brain, only that you can actually eavesdrop into each operation done by the computer to generate the psychic loops with the cultured neuron. At the moment, researchers have fabricated about ten artificial synapses per neuron in a dish [81, 82] . A reasonable estimate is that this number has to be increased by a factor of 1,000 to become interesting for igniting consciousness in a single neuron. This is technically ambitious, but not impossible considering the rapid progress in nanotechnology.
In summary, RFNNs are neural networks that implement a contraction mapping operation on a global network compressing its activity information onto that of a local dendritic tree in a single neuron. The pattern of this activity is fractal, and so is the connectivity to the neural network. As the consequence of this connectivity, RFNNs are able to implement a logic that takes the information of the whole into each of its parts, from the network to the neuronal and then to the molecular level. A set of four equations is necessary to understand this downscaling transformation: (1) the scaling function (Eq. 1), which describes the geometry of the fractal on each scale; (2) the Hutchinson operator (Eq. 2), which implements the downscaling transformation and information compression; (3) the Kullback-Leibler theorem (Eq. 3), which calculates the shared information resulting from embedding the whole into each of its parts; and (4) the Landauer erasure principle (Eq. 4), which lays the foundation for calculating the amount of energy gained by embedding information into fractals. It seems that this downscaling operation preserves information at each scale of contraction mapping and therefore is an algorithm that may cope with undivided consciousness.
Maybe most astonishing and yet somehow expectable is that the endpoint substrate of consciousness has to be intrinsically fractal, a new form of bright matter composed of sentyons. Potential candidates for sentyons are fractal lattices made of membrane components such as lipid rafts associated with ion channels. Sentyons may create a calcium wave that translates a fractal (that itself is not a hologram) into holographic information sharing. After all, if downscaling to the molecular level is finite and does not proceed to the subatomar and perhaps quantum physical realm, then the endospace and the world perceived in it have to unfold at the molecular scale. And maybe even more fascinating, RFNNs applied to single neurons cultivated in a dish and hooked up to a computer may actually create synthetic consciousness. Therefore, an understanding of consciousness by its artificial generation may not be that far off.
